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Abstract*

Traditionally, interconnect effects are taken into account durin
logic synthesis via wireload models, but their ineffectiveness f
DSM technologies has been demonstrated and various phys
synthesis approaches have been spawned to address the prob
Of particular interest is that logic block size is no longer dictated e
clusively by total cell area, yet synthesis optimization objectives a
aimed specifically at minimizing the number and size of cell
Methodologies that incorporate congestion within the logic synth
sis objective function have been proposed in [9][10][11] and [15
however, as we will demonstrate, predicting the true congestion p
or to layout is not possible, and the efficacy of any approach c
only be evaluated after routing is completed within the fixed d
size. In this paper we propose a practical, complete methodolo
which first performs congestion-aware technology mapping using
global weighting factor for the cost function [15], and then applie
incremental localized unmapping and remapping on congested
eas. This complete approach addresses the problem that one g
factor is not ideally suited for all regions of the designs. Most im
portantly, through the application of this methodology to industri
examples we will show that any attempt at a purely top-down si
gle-pass congestion-aware technology mapping is merely wish
thinking.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

B.6.3 [Logic Design]: Design Aids - Automatic synthesis.
B.7.2 [Integrated Circuits]: Design Aids - Layout, placement an
routing.

General Terms

Algorithms, Performance, Design.

1  Introduction
It is well known that the physical interconnections between lo

ic gates can have a dominant impact on the performance of mod
DSM System-on-Chip (SoC) designs. For technologies of 0.25µm
and below, wire capacitance dominates gate capacitance, ther
rapidly increasing the interconnect induced component of delay
a percentage of the overall path delay) [1]. These interconnect
fects, therefore, have to be carefully evaluated during all phases
a top-down ASIC design flow which, broadly speaking, consists o
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logic synthesis and physical design (placement and routing). Pr
to physical design, the interconnect models traditionally used
performance-driven tools are the wireloads. Wireload models a
generated via statistics as a function of fanout loading and p
defined net configurations. Although in [2] the analyses predict
that for block sizes within 50k gates, the typical DSM interconne
effects were not going to dominate performance for the foreseea
future, other researchers have shown contradictory results for
inaccuracy of wireload models at such block sizes [3][4]. While th
problems of timing convergence due to these inaccuracies are w
studied, of equal importance is the impact of wiring on defining th
area of a block or IC, in particular for logic synthesis, which trad
tionally has attempted to minimize cell area in order to minimiz
block and chip area. Traditionally, optimization targeted toward
the total cell area for a semi-custom design does not consider
interconnect area. However, since the DSM wirelength trends
not scale with feature sizes, cell area minimization can no long
guarantee overall block or chip area minimization. As a result, a
though the total gate area of the synthesized netlist can be m
smaller than the block area, the design may not be routable wit
the assigned block.

In physical design, the required routing resources are captu
in terms of the wiring congestion. During routing the cells are in
terconnected while trying to avoid thecongestedregions. This can
often result in long wiring detours and increased overall net wir
length and delay. Placement and routing can sometimes fix,
avoid, potential congestion problems; however, attempting to so
such problems at the physical design stage is often too late. Idea
area minimization which includes the impact of wiring via conge
tion models would occur during logic synthesis. But since there
generally very little or no physical information available at the syn
thesis stage of the design flow, commercial tools have attempted
combine logic synthesis and placement in an iterative procedure
apply resynthesis during physical design. While these approac
can be effective, they do not completely address the impact of ea
synthesis decisions on the overall design routability, and witho
evaluating the necessary wiring resources, it is difficult to say an
thing about the true optimality of the synthesis results.

Since modeling congestion is more of an art than a science, a
is a challenging problem even during physical design, reliably pr
dicting the congestion during the synthesis phase of a top-down
sign flow is impractical without some form of iteration loops. How
ever, we have demonstrated that some notion of congestion can
effectively incorporated into the synthesis cost function by syste
atically generating a population of synthesized netlists [15]. The
sults clearly show that congestion minimization during synthes
must be handled carefully in order to control the cell area penal
Even so, such a methodology does not guarantee a completely c
gestion free design for a fixed block size, and local congestion
gions can exist. Moreover, the true routability can only be dete
mined after detailed routing is completed. Using the result with th
best overall routability and area trade-offs, we apply a simil
methodology to localized regions in order to incrementally resy
thesize and eliminate congestion. It should be noted that some
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this congestion may be due to the modified original cost function
which produced the bestoverall routability, yet created localized
congested regions. Following detailed routing, the local routing vi-
olations are identified and eliminated based on technology remap-
ping and incremental placement. Most importantly, our results
demonstrate that any fully predictive approach is going to fail in
certain cases due to the difficulty in predicting congestion and
routability at the synthesis stage.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, previous work
in layout-driven synthesis is overviewed. In Section 3, our method-
ology for congestion-aware logic synthesis is summarized. In
Section 4, our incremental remapping and placement flow for con-
gestion minimization is described, followed by Section 5, where
results showing its effectiveness are discussed in details. Finally,
Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2  Previous Work
Significant progress, both in academia and industry, has been

made to combine logic synthesis and physical design. In [7], Pe-
dram and Bhat integrated technology mapping with a companion
placement to include wiring contribution in area and delay minimi-
zation. In the work presented in [8], technology mapping was per-
formed concurrently with linear placement to generate trade-offs
curves for area (and/or delay) minimization.

Various commercial tools iteratively integrate synthesis and
layout to avoid the dependency on a wireload model or similar sta-
tistical approximation. Since these commercial tools must route the
logic blocks, in general they attempt to address the impact of inter-
connects on both the delayand the block area. There have been
other research results that describe attempts at modeling routability
during: the technology independent phase of synthesis, the logic
extraction stage, by using topological information such as the
fanout range [10], or via a companion placement of the logic net-
work nodes [9]. However, placement of the logic nodes (which
represent the Boolean equations) does not correlate well with the
physical placement of a mapped gate level netlist, and congestion
is mostly considered only during physical design, either at the glo-
bal placement level or during incremental placement updates with-
in resynthesis procedures [12][13][14]. More recently, an approach
which addresses the congestion problem during logic synthesis
was presented in [11], where congestion was taken into account by
means of the physical coordinates obtained from placing the tech-
nology independent netlist. However, this approach does not con-
sider the global and local nature of congestion, and more impor-
tantly, it does not consider the suboptimality in terms of area (and/
or delay) that results from introducing congestion into the synthe-
sis optimization objectives. In this paper we will demonstrate that
different layout regions can have very different routing demands.
Importantly, our results will also demonstrate that congestion
across a chip cannot be effectively captured by means of a single
number as in [11].

3  Congestion-Aware Logic Synthesis
The objective of logic synthesis is generally to produce a circuit

which implements a set of logic equations, occupies minimum Si
area, and satisfies performance constraints such as timing and pow-
er consumption. Due to the size of industrial circuits and the com-
plexity of the optimization problems, modern logic synthesis is di-
vided into two phases: technology independent optimization and
technology dependent optimization (technology mapping).

The negative effects on routability of excessive efforts on area
minimization during logic synthesis have been discussed in [15]. In
the traditional design flow, however, no physical information is
available at the synthesis level to estimate the impact of conges-

tion. It is well known that the changes which can be performed
layout tools are limited, and might not be able to solve ha
routability and/or timing problems without introducing more rout
ing resources and consequently increasing the total logic block
ea. Decisions regarding the structure of the gate level netlist a
how it is mapped from a technology independent to technology d
pendent netlist can impact the global wirelength and routabili
The methodology proposed in [15] can effectively reduce the g
bal wirelength, thus significantly improving congestion across t
chip. As a consequence, the total block area is also decreased
to the reduction in wiring demands.

The other important factor which must be taken into accou
during synthesis is timing. Congestion minimization has benefic
effects on delay, since by avoiding long detours around conges
areas, the total wirelength is decreased. In [15] static timing ana
sis demonstrated the improvement on delay obtained by reduc
congestion during synthesis.

3.1  Congestion-Aware Technology Mapping
An efficient solution to the technology mapping problem wa

implemented in DAGON [5] and MIS [6]. The main idea is to re
duce technology mapping to DAG covering. Since the DAG co
ering problem was shown to be NP-complete, it was approxima
by a sequence of tree coverings, which can be solved optimally
ing dynamic programming. Since the work in [5] and [6], techno
ogy mapping is usually divided into three phases: DAG partitio
ing, matching, and covering.

A novel approach to placement-driven DAG partitioning an
tree covering for congestion minimization was presented in [1
Firstly, the technology independent netlist is placed in order to ca
ture the connectivity on a chip layout image. Secondly, the netwo
DAG is partitioned using the placement coordinates, and vertic
placed in the same neighborhood are clustered in the same sub
tree. Finally, the tree covering algorithm is significantly extende
in order to include congestion minimization into the optimizatio
objectives. Extensive efforts in gate area minimization yield hig
fanin gates, whose detrimental effect on routability stems from t
increased interconnection length when the fanins of such gates
placed far apart. Therefore, in order to reduce interconnect
length, fanin gates must be placed near their fanout. In [15], t
target is achieved by including in the technology mapping obje
tive function an additional term which represents the interconn
cost of a match. The wire cost is combined with the other optim
zation objectives (area and/or delay) into a single cost function
means of the congestion minimization factorK (for simplicity we
consider here only area minimization):

, (1)

where is the area cost of the matchmat vertexv,
and is the interconnect cost, which includes the wi
cost of the match fanins and of their children, but does not inclu
the wire cost of the transitive fanins [15]. The critical issue in th
approach is the impact of congestion minimization into the co
function (1), which is controlled by the congestion minimizatio
factorK. The wire contribution introduces a perturbation into th
cost function, which results in area (and/or delay) penalty. By e
cessively focusing on congestion minimization, we may obtain
very suboptimal solution in terms of cell area (and/or delay), a
consequently an unroutable solution within the assigned chip ar
In contrast, if the impact of the wire cost in Eq. (1) is negligible
then the mapped netlist is structurally very similar to the minimu
area solution ( ), which may be unroutable. Therefore, t
interconnect impact into the technology mapping cost functi
must be carefully evaluated. However, this critical problem w
not addressed in the work [11]. In contrast, the results reported

COST m v,( ) AREA m v,( ) K W⋅ IRE m v,( )+=

AREA m v,( )
WIRE m v,( )

K 0.0=
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[15] support the claim that excessive (or negligible) efforts on con-
gestion minimization may yield unroutable netlists within the fixed
die size. In conclusion, applying a purely predictive measure of
congestion in the synthesis cost function can result in a significant-
ly larger total cell area and an unroutable design.

3.2  Proposed Methodology
The congestion-aware technology mapping approach presented

in [15] can be readily integrated into a traditional ASIC design
flow, as shown in Figure 1. A technology independent netlist ob-
tained via a standard logic synthesis tool is placed using a standard
cell placement program. The first mapped netlist is generated by
using Eq. (1) as the cost function for tech mapping and setting

. Subsequently, this netlist is placed and congestion is
evaluated. If the congestion map does not contain highly congested
regions, the completion of the physical design can be attempted.
On the other hand, if for highly congested regions are
still present, the congestion minimization factorK is increased in
the tech mapping cost function. Using the tech independent place-
ment information and a factorK that is greater than zero, a new
mapped netlist is obtained, and congestion is re-evaluated. It is im-
portant to note that the technology independent netlist and its
placement are generated only once. The computational complexity
of technology mapping is linear with the size of the netlist, and by
increasingK, structurally more routable netlists can be efficiently
generated. If congestion does not improve with increases inK,
however, the congestion begins to get worse for further increases
in K as a result of the cell area penalty -- the circuit cannot be rout-
ed within the fixed die size and metal layers. Traditionally, at this
point one would either relax the floorplan constraints or change the
high level description and resynthesize the circuit. In contrast, if
the congestion is contained in localized regions, we can apply this
same congestion-aware synthesis via incremental technology
remapping in the affected areas.

Whether it is the initial mapping or localized remapping, it
should be noted that the results presented in [15] showed thata pri-

ori estimation of the optimalK value is very difficult, since conges-
tion not only depends on the structure of the netlist, but it also d
pends on the available routing resources.

4  Incremental Remapping for Congestion
Minimization

Our approach for congestion minimization during technolog
mapping can be extended and implemented in a flow for increme
tal technology remapping and placement in order to progressiv
eliminate local routing violations after detailed routing, or loca
ized congested areas after final global routing. It is important
note that as we increaseK for the tech mapping, some areas get be
ter in terms of congestion while some areas begin to suffer from
increasing area penalty. This is because the optimal value ofK is
not a constant over all regions of the chip. Choosing a single va
for the initial mapping is important, but it may be equally importan
to subsequently revisit specific regions and recover some of

Tech. indep.
optimization

Technology
mapping

using Eq. (1)

Technology
independent

netlist

Tech independent
placement

High level
description

Global placement
and congestion map

Place & Route

Figure 1. Modified ASIC design flow

Logic synthesis

Is congestion OK?

YES

NO

Incremental
remappingand

placement
Finished ASIC

NO
Local routing violations?

NO

YES

K 0.0=

K 0.0=

Final global routing

Logic decomposition

Extract subnetlist

Routing congestion /
violations reduced?

Insert decomposed
subnetlist back into

original netlist

Incremental placement

Remapping decomposed
subnetlist with updated
placement information

Minimum area remapping

Insert remapped sub-
netlist back into original

netlist

Incremental placement

Routing update

Local routing
congestion / violations?

Finished ASIC

NO

YES

Figure 2. Incremental remapping for
congestion minimization flow
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area penalty. Our proposed methodology for placement-driven
technology incremental remapping is shown in Figure 2. The flow
has been implemented by integrating commercial tools, our tech-
nology mapper which includes congestion minimization capabili-
ties, and several utility programs which have been developed in or-
der to perform the necessary transformations on the gate level
netlists and to interface the different tools in our flow. In general,
this methodology can be implemented into any physical synthesis
framework.

The first step in Figure 2 selects a congested area from the cir-
cuit layout where most of the potential routing violations are local-
ized and extracts the subnetlist within this region. The external
ports of this subnetlist can be either input/output ports of the orig-
inal netlist, or nets which have cells both within and outside the
layout region under observation. A further step may be necessary
at this point to single out both sequential and multi-output combi-
national cells from the extracted subnetlist. Subsequently, the sub-
netlist consisting of only single-output combinational cells is de-
composed into base functions. Since we lack analytical models,
understanding the impact of congestion on routability is not so
straightforward. The potential routing violations within a layout
neighborhood may be determined either by local nets within the
congested region, or by global nets which connect cells across the
chip, both within and outside the region under observation.

When the apparent routing violations are caused by global nets,
the most effective strategy is to remap the decomposed subnetlist
for minimum area. The cell area within the congested region can
thus be reduced, and consequently more routing resources are
available to relieve congestion. On the other hand, if this approach
is ineffective, the decomposed subnetlist can be incrementally re-
placed and remapped using the updated placement information, as
in Section 3.

It is not knowna priori, however, whether the routing viola-
tions will be caused by global or local nets. Therefore, following
our methodology that is outlined in Figure 2, we first attempt to in-
crease the routing resources within the congested region by remap-
ping the decomposed subnetlist for minimum area. Note that this
subnetlist may not be minimum area because of the global conges-
tion factorK, that was used for the initial mapping. When projected
routing violations are not reduced via , then the decom-
posed subnetlist is remapped for congestion minimization, using
the incrementally updated placement informations, thus placing
the fanins close to their fanout. The area penalty introduced with
this second approach must be carefully controlled within a few per-
cent of the minimum area solution. Although we cannot guarantee
that all local violations are completely removed, our methodology
is guaranteed to consistently reduce them. If after two/three incre-
mental remapping iterations the violations are not significantly re-
duced, the circuit is probably unroutable within the floorplan con-
straints.

Our incremental remapping and placement methodology can be
integrated into the ASIC top-down flow as shown in Figure 1. It
provides a practical, robust methodology which addresses both
global and local congestion. The key observation is that not all the
regions of the chip have similar routing demands, and an accurate
estimation of congestion at the synthesis level remains a very dif-
ficult problem since routability not only depends on the network
structure, but also on the die size and metal layers. Although we
can choose what seemingly is the best value of the congestion min-
imization factorK for an effective global congestion reduction,
some local congested areas may be present after final routing. The
work presented in [11] does not address this issue at all. In contrast,
our methodology considers congestion both at the global and local
level, and proposes a complete solution approach.

5  Results
The incremental flow presented in Section 4 has been imp

mented using commercial tools such as the logic synthesizer D
sign CompilerTM, by Synopsys, Inc., theplace&routetool Silicon
EnsembleTM, by Cadence Design Systems, Inc., and our techno
gy mapper described in Section 3. The cell library used is t
CORELIB8DHS 2.1, a proprietary library in 0.18µm of STMicro-
electronics, Inc., and all the experimental results were obtained
restricting the block routing to three metal layers. Our incremen
approach has been tested on different combinational circuits. T
first set of results are for the circuitPDC, from the International
Workshop on Logic Synthesis 1993 (IWLS93) benchmark suit
The technology independent representation (two-input nands a
inverters) consists of 23,058 gates, and the die size was fixed
229786µm2, corresponding to 74 standard cell rows. The min
mum area mapping yields a total cell area of 128438µm2, and with
such floorplan constraints the circuit was unroutable (5447 routi
violations after detailed routing).

The results reported in Table 1 are shown for several values
K, among which, our approach successfully relieved congest
globally and generated structurally routable netlists within th
same fixed die size. Note that it is difficult, if not impossible, to de
terminea priori which values of the congestion minimization fac
tor K will produce routable netlists. Therefore, when we obtain
solution with only a few local violations after detailed routing, is i
better to continue searching for an optimal value ofK, or is it pref-
erable to apply our incremental remapping methodology? To de
onstrate the efficacy of the incremental flow described in Section
we consider the netlist obtained with (28 local rout
ing violations after detailed routing) from the table above. The r
sults obtained with the incremental remapping and placement
proach are reported in Table 2. Note that this result, based o

methodology which employs an initial congestion-aware techno
ogy mapping followed by an incremental pass on the localized co
gestion regions, the area utilization is 60.81% versus an area
64.28% for . The subnetlist within the congested re
gion was decomposed with Design CompilerTM, remapped for
minimum area ( ) and recombined with the origina
netlist. After final routing, all the routing violations were eliminat-

K 0.0=

K Cell Area
(µm2)

No. of Cells Area
Utilization%

No. of Routing
violations

0.0 128438 7070 55.89 5447

0.00075 131477 7134 57.22 3673

0.001 132514 7268 57.67 0

0.0025 140161 8094 61.0 28

0.005 147714 8780 64.28 0

0.0075 151769 9201 66.05 0

0.05 163103 10617 70.98 158

0.5 178975 12274 77.89 6270

1.0 180330 12417 78.48 7770

Table 1.Circuit PDC - Congestion minimization results

K Cell Area
(µm2)

No. of Cells Area
Utilization%

No. of Routing
violations

0.0 139727 8078 60.81 0

0.01 139846 8092 60.86 0

Table 2.Circuit PDC - Incremental flow (one iteration)

K 0.0025=

K 0.005=

K 0.0=
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natively, also incrementally replacing, and remapping the decom-
posed subnetlist for congestion minimization ( ) with
updated placement coordinates produced a fully routable solution,
but with a slightly higher cell area utilization. When the original
netlist was obtained with , i.e., was not minimum area, by
incrementally decomposing and remapping subnetlists within con-
gested areas, we can incrementally reduce the overall cell area.

5.1  Industrial test case
Our congestion minimization methodology was applied to a

commercial IC from STMicroelectronics which implements a face
recognition circuit [16]. The size of the random logic portion of the
circuit was about 250k gates, yielding a gate level netlist of about
45k standard cells after logic synthesis. It is worth pointing out that
this industrial design was a very challenging test case for our meth-
odology, since about 40% of the standard cells are either sequential
or combinational with multiple outputs, like adders, decoders, etc.,
which cannot directly benefit from our approach since they cannot
be decomposed and remapped for congestion minimization. The
subnetlist with only single-output combinational cells was decom-
posed in base functions using Design CompilerTM. The technology
independent subnetlist was recombined with the sequential and
multi-output combinational cells, and this new netlist was placed
with Silicon EnsembleTM, in order to generate the initial placement
for the congestion-aware technology mapping approach presented
in [15], and summarized in Section 3. Subsequently, the technolo-
gy independent subnetlist was remapped both for minimum area
( ), and for congestion minimization ( ). Routing
was carried out under tight floorplan constraints with three metal
layers, and the die size fixed to 2131133µm2, corresponding to 228
standard cell rows. The minimum area netlist ( ) was un-

routable, while by increasingK our approach dramatically im-
proved the routability, even with increased area utilization. Al-
though global congestion was successfully relieved, some local
congested areas were not removed, as reported in Table 3. For an
industrial design of this complexity, the designer may attempt to
fix by hand this limited amount of violations, but this task may re-
sult in a long trial-and-error process.

Alternatively, our incremental methodology for congestion
minimization can be applied to remove the local violations. The fi-
nal layout of the mapped netlist obtained with , where
detailed routing terminated with 44 routing violations, is shown in
Figure 3. A subnetlist within a rectangular region surrounding the
congested area was extracted, decomposed and remapped for min-
imum area during the first iteration. By incrementally remapping
for minimum area the technology independent subnetlist, more
routing resources were made available in the congested region. The
results of our incremental approach are reported in Table 4. After
the first iteration, the violations were reduced to 25, and the corre-
sponding layout is shown in Figure 4. Note that the incrementally
remapped and replaced region is highlighted in this figure. The
original violations localized within the congested region were re-
moved after the first iteration. However, some new violations were
generated near the borders of the congested region under consider-

ation. By relieving congestion in one region, we may introduc
some perturbations in the surrounding area, especially when
wiring and even the utilization in the neighboring area is chang
by remapping and replacement within the initial congested regio
This observation is consistent with all the experiments carried o
on different circuits. Namely, when one iteration did not suffice i
removing all the routing violations, the remaining violations wher
reduced in number and were localized in close proximity of th
congested area. During the second iteration all the routing vio

K Cell Area
(µm2)

No. of Cells Area
Utilization%

No. of Routing
violations

0.0 1270309 41916 59.61 22466

0.00075 1273250 42382 59.75 29

0.001 1275687 42731 59.86 44

Table 3.Industrial circuit - Congestion minimization
results

K 0.01=

K 0.0>

K 0.0= K 0.0>

K 0.0=

K 0.001=

Iteration Cell Area
(µm2)

No. of Cells Area
Utilization%

No. of Routing
violations

1st 1273225 42418 59.74 25

2nd 1272697 42326 59.72 0

Table 4.Industrial circuit - Incremental flow results

Figure 3. Final routing (44 routing violations)

Figure 4. Incremental flow - 1st iteration (25 violations)
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tions were removed and we obtained a fully routable netlist as
shown in Figure 5 and reported in Table 4. It is worth pointing out
that the minimum area netlist ( ) was unroutable within
the fixed floorplan constraints, as reported in Table 3. Our ap-
proach for congestion minimization during technology mapping
[15] significantly improved the global routability, by reducing the
routing violations from 22,466 down to only a few ones, given the
same die size and metal layers. Subsequently, our incremental
remapping and placement methodology removed all the local vio-
lations from the design. This methodology provides the designer
with a robust approach to relieving congestion before taking more
time-consuming steps to either modify the RTL description and re-
synthesize the entire circuit, or determine the proper amount of
routing resources without wasting Si area. Although this approach
cannot guarantee to remove all the violations, the incremental flow
effectively reduces them during the iterative process. However, it
is not possible to estimate how many iterations will be necessary to
remove all the violations. Empirically we have found that three to
four iterations generally remove all the violations, or reduce them
to a small number that can be fixed by hand.

It must be stressed once again that there is no single value of the
congestion minimization factorK which in general can guarantee
a congestion free design under fixed die size constraints. More-
over, by including congestion minimization among the synthesis
optimization objectives, very suboptimal solutions in terms of area
(and/or delay) may be obtained, thus eventually impairing conges-
tion and routability. Therefore, we believe that with only a first
pass of congestion-aware synthesis followed by a second pass of
incremental remapping we can effectively address the global and
local congestion during synthesis.

6  Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a complete methodology for

congestion minimization, both at the synthesis and layout stage of
the design flow. The wiring congestion is a very important design
factor which can directly impact the time-to-market, and must be
considered both globally in logic synthesis, and locally in physical
design. While global congestion can be effectively addressed dur-
ing the technology dependent phase of logic synthesis, the subop-
timality obtained by including congestion into the synthesis opti-
mization objectives must be carefully evaluated. Hence, we believe

that other attempts at controlling congestion at the synthesis le
would prove successful only in a random, unpredictable way, d
to the nature of models for congestion, and the behavior of mu
objective optimization.

Moreover, since different layout regions have different routin
demands, congestion must be taken into account also at the lo
level. The novel incremental remapping and placement approa
proposed in this work successfully relieves local congestion, a
results demonstrating the effectiveness of our methodology on
dustrial circuits have been presented.
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